
BUDGET CUTTING 
OPTIONS FOR 20-21



Background

u Net cuts of 10% called for in Governor’s budget result in a need for us to cut at least 800K to 
break even and not end the year with a SINGLE YEAR operating deficit.

u Note we end this year with approximately $1.175 million SURPLUS (reserve for economic 
uncertainty) thanks to our collective efforts.

u We could theoretically dip into that reserve but that would be bad for potential investors 
such as those who might help with a facilities bond.

u Such a move would also negatively impact CASH FLOW which is critical in the time of 
DEFERRALS anticipated due to economic recession/depression.

u We have promised LACOE we will not sell receivables again. We can dip into the $750K line 
of credit to deal with the deferrals, but will not be able to sell receivables to remain faithful 
to our LACOE material revision commitment. 



Proposed solution – virtual and/or 
hybrid at least until February, 2021

u I do not believe it is safe to return to “regular school” until a vaccine for COVID-19 is 
widely available and LAUSD is capable of providing daily deep cleaning and disinfecting.

u Our recent survey showed 40% or more of our families will not want to send their children 
to school while the pandemic continues and a vaccine is not widely available and LAUSD 
is not capable of providing daily deep cleaning and disinfecting.

u In the “best case” hybrid scenario, classrooms could have no more than 8 cadets each, 
which means our only two options are HYBRID and exclusively virtual.

u In the hybrid version, we would likely do “geographic” days (M-Th with no face to face 
school Friday) (and those at home participating synchronously) and we could provide 
bus transportation, but it would be both challenging to maintain social distancing and still 
have the ability to ensure deep cleaning and disinfecting.



This will allow us to make approximately $1 
million in 20-21 cuts without any personnel 
cuts (other than stipends for coaches)

u Buses and other transportation for fall and winter

u Uniforms (possibly postponed for cash flow)
u Food service for fall and winter
u Athletics supplies and services (coaching, officials, buses, etc) for fall and winter
u Some facilities rental costs for after hours use
u Band instrument purchases
u Classroom and office supplies for fall and winter
u Planners (possibly postponed for cash flow)



It is conceivable that LAUSD will 
have “regular” school in the fall…

u I seriously doubt it, but times are crazy and anything could happen.

u From a “political lens” that would likely force us to do the same.
u If this does occur, we will need to make $800K in personnel and 

programmatic cuts just to break even during this year and not dip 
into reserves (which again remains an option):
u Eliminate multiple counseling positions

u Eliminate multiple teacher assistant positions

u Eliminate a few safety/support/clerical positions

u Cut back athletics and leadership programs by about 40% - elimination 
of sports/activities



Recommended course of action

u 1) Adopt revised proposed 20-21 budget today with $1 million in 
cuts as noted on slide 4.

u 2) Direct Superintendent to continue to monitor the situation and, if 
LAUSD decides to open up regular school in a way that would 
cause a shift in NVMI’s virtual or hybrid plan, call a special board 
meeting to make cuts outlined in slide 5.

u 3) The Superintendent will continue to work with school stakeholders 
to make decisions about virtual versus hybrid learning models for fall 
and beyond, and by August board meeting, report on definitive fall 
plan.

u 4) By November meeting, if a revised budget is needed based on a 
plan to return to face-to-face instruction, Superintendent will present 
that to the board for consideration. 


